Onlyinboards.com Allows Wakeboard and
Ski Boat Buyers and Sellers to Surf
the Waves Rather than the Web
DAVENPORT, Iowa – Jan. 9 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Are you buying or selling a
ski or wakeboard boat, but lacking the time to surf the Web? Onlyinboards.com
eliminates the need for buyers and sellers to search multiple sites by
compiling all listings on one user-friendly Web site.

Over 1,000 updated listings can be found daily. Brands such as Malibu,
Mastercraft, Correct Craft, Tige, and an array of other ski boat brands can
be found on Onlyinboards.com.
“I designed the Web site out of need,” Ian Brown, founder of
Onlyinboards.com, said. “I was recently searching for a used wakeboard boat
and was bouncing from one site to the next constantly searching for new
listings; it was very inconvenient. After some research, I was able to design
a site that offered one-stop-shopping for wakeboard and ski boat
enthusiasts.”
In addition to classified ads, Onlyinboards.com also provides useful and
helpful information on topics such as: boat trailers; boat loans; boat

accessories; boat storage; boat insurance, boat transportation; tips for
buying and selling a boat, and more.
Onlyinboards.com uses proprietary technology from Vast.com to pull listings
from major classified sites such as eBay, Craigslist, Boattrader, and
Boats.com, and lists them all “under one roof.” It eliminates the need to
sift through non-relevant boat listings to find the appropriate competition
ski or wakeboard boat.
“For example,” Brown said, “if a buyer had to search listings by location on
Craigslist, this could take an inordinate amount of time. With
Onlyinboards.com, all the person has to do is enter information such as the
make and desired amount to spend and they can search by state or all states
at one time. There is also a key-word search feature that is available.”
For sellers, the process is as easy as 1-2-3. Click the “list your boat” icon
in the top menu, and simply follow the instructions. The boat will be listed
for 180 days or until it sells. Onlyinboards.com currently offers two levels
of listings – free listings and premium or featured listings that require
payment. Sellers are assured that Onlyinboards.com generates a high level of
qualified visitors due to the targeted nature of the site.
Onlyinboards.com is operated by Browntown, Inc. which also manages
OnlyLakeHomes.com, WakeReviews.com and FindaPull.com. (All of these sites are
currently in development.)
For more information about Onlyinboards.com, visit: www.Onlyinboards.com.
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